Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have emerged as a novel class of porous metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) for catalysis application because of their exceptional thermal and chemical stability. Inspired by the broad absorption of ZIF-67 in UV-vis-near IR region, we explored its excited state and charge separation dynamics, properties essential for photocatalytic applications, using optical (OTA) and X-ray transient absorption (XTA) spectroscopy. OTA results show that an exceptionally long-lived excited state is formed after photoexcitation. This long-lived excited state was confirmed to be the charge-separated (CS) state with ligand-to-metal charge-transfer NOT THE PUBLISHED VERSION; this is the author's final, peer-reviewed manuscript. The published version may be accessed by following the link in the citation at the bottom of the page.
Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) represent an emerging subclass of metal organic frameworks (MOFs) constructed from tetrahedral coordinated transition-metal cations (M) bridged by imidazole-based ligands (lm). 1, 2 Because the M-lm-M angle in ZIF (∼145°) is similar to Si-O-Si angle in conventional silicon-based zeolites, ZIFs give rise to zeolite-type topology. Unlike zeolite, ZIFs are unique in structural flexibility including tunable framework, pore aperture, and surface area. 1, 2 Indeed, over 150 ZIF structures have, to date, been synthesized, many of which are microporous with inherently large surface areas and tunable cavities, and exhibit exceptional thermal and chemical stability. [3] [4] [5] [6] Thus, ZIFs demonstrate great promise in various applications such as gas separation and storage, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] chemical sensing, 12 and heterogeneous catalysis. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Driven by the increasing global energy demand, recent development in the field has extended the application of ZIF materials toward photocatalysis using visible light. Although still in the early stage of exploration, ZIFs have been used as photocatalysts for dye and phenol degradation as well as CO2 reduction. 15, [17] [18] [19] In these systems, photoactive nanostructures/molecules are incorporated into the highly porous structure of ZIFs, where ZIFs are used as a simple host or passive medium for dispersing the catalytic active species. This strategy has been widely used in developing zeolite-based photocatalysts 20 and recently in preparing MOF/nanocomposite or MOF/molecular catalyst hybrids, 19, 21, 22 yet suffers from challenges, notably the difficulty in preventing the guest material aggregation and the lack of the control over spatial distribution and homogeneity. 21, [23] [24] [25] [26] An alternative approach, which has recently been used in developing photoactive MOFs, is to develop the framework which exhibits an intrinsic photochemical response and thereby can be directly applied in photocatalysis. 27, 28 As photocatalysis is based on a charge-transfer (CT) event following photoexcitation, it is essential to gain an intimate knowledge of the excited-state and charge transport properties within the ZIF framework, the properties that remain unexplored. Here, we report the first study on the excited-state dynamics in ZIF-67 thin film using optical transient (OTA) and X-ray transient absorption (XTA) spectroscopy. We show that charge separation (CS) occurs in the framework of ZIF-67 by forming a superlong intermediate state with ligand-to-metal charge-transfer (LMCT) character.
ZIF-67 thin film was synthesized according to the established synthetic protocols. 29 The details of the synthesis of ZIF-67 are described in Supporting Information (SI). The morphology of the ZIF-67 film was characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) in the PeakForce feedback mode. As shown in Figure 1a ,b, the synthesized ZIF-67 film is continuous and consists of crystals with truncated rhombic dodecahedral shape with ∼300-500 nm size. The crosssection views of the film ( Figure S1 ) indicate that the thickness of the film is ∼350 nm, suggesting that the film is likely composed of single crystal layer. 
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ZIF-67 and Co(NO3)2·6H2O. The inset shows the XAFS spectrum and its fitting in Rspace.
The bulk structure of ZIF-67 was measured by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD). As shown in Figure 1c , XRD patterns obtained for the synthesized sample agree well with the peaks characteristic of ZIF-67, 30 suggesting the successful synthesis of ZIF-67. Furthermore, the local structure of ZIF-67 at Co center was examined using steady-state X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Figure 1d shows the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectrum of ZIF-67 at Co Kedge. The XANES spectrum of Co(NO3)2·6H2O ,which is the starting material known for octahedral (Oh) coordination at Co center, is also shown in Figure 1d for comparison. The prominent pre-edge feature (quadrupole allowed 1s-3d transition) in ZIF-67, characteristic of tetrahedral (Td) coordination, 31, 32 is distinct from the negligible 1s-3d transition in the Oh coordinated Co(NO3)2·6H2O. Furthermore, the main absorption edge in the XANES spectrum of ZIF-67, arising from dipole allowed 1s-4p transition, shows a less sharp peak than that of Co(NO3)2·6H2O, which can be ascribed to the decreased multiple scattering for a Td coordination in the former compared with Oh geometry in the latter. 32 The Td structure is further confirmed by quantitatively analyzing the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectrum (inset of Figure 1d and Figure S2 ), which clearly demonstrates that Co has four nitrogen neighbors with the average distance of Co-N 1.99 ± 0.02 Å. Figure 2a shows the UV-vis-near IR absorption spectrum of ZIF-67 film. The spectrum exhibits three absorption features, including a broad absorption in UV region (<400 nm), a visible band with three maxima centered at 588, 567, and 539 nm (inset of Figure 2a ), and a broad near IR band from 900 to 1400 nm. These features can be attributed to the LMCT transition, the higher-lying [ 4 A2(F)-4 T1(P)] and lower-lying [ 4 A2(F)-4 T1(F)] d-d ligand field transitions (Figure 2b) , respectively, and are well-known features for Co 2+ ion in Td environment, 33,34 consistent with the above XRD and XAS results. accessed by following the link in the citation at the bottom of the page.
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Given the interpretation of the OTA spectra above, we can assign the transient species to each specific process according to the model proposed in Figure 2b . The 1000 nm excitation (hυ1) depletes the 4 A2(F) state accounting for the GS bleach in 520-600 and 900-1300 nm regions and populates 4 T1(F) excited state accounting for the instantly formed broad absorption at >605 nm. The latter can be assigned to the photoinduced absorption of 4 T1(F) state, which quickly decays to form the long-lived intermediate state (IMS) featured by the absorption bands centered at 525 and 605 nm. The kinetic traces at 580 and 608 nm in fs-OTA spectra can be fitted using biexponential functions, from which we obtained a short decay (580 nm) and rising (608 nm) component with 31.7 ps and a ultraslow decay component with ≫5 ns (Table 1 ). The 31.7 ps time constant can be assigned to the formation time of the IMS (Figure 2b) . The ultraslow decay component can be accurately determined after fitting the ns-OTA kinetics (Figure 3f ), from which we obtained two time constants of 0.64 μs (74.2%) and 9.2 μs (25.8%). The obtained amplitude weighted average time is 2.9 μs, suggesting the superlong lifetime of this IMS. The kinetic traces at 580 and 608 nm in fs-OTA spectra after 530 nm excitation can be fitted using the same set of time constants above plus an additional rising component in each case (τ2, Table 1 ). Because 530 and 1000 nm light excites Co 2+ center from the same 4 A2(F) to two different excited states, i.e., 4 T1(P) and 4 T1(F), respectively, we attribute the extra rising component (0.45 ps) at GS bleach of 530 nm excitation spectra to the relaxation process from 4 T1(P) to 4 T1(F), while the additional 0.95 ps time constant used in 608 nm kinetics to the formation of IMS directly from 4 T1(P) state ( Figure  2b) . The ns-OTA kinetics after 530 nm excitation ( Figure S4 ) can be adequately fitted using the same exponential function used in 1000 nm excitation, which further supports the formation of the same long-lived IMS regardless of the excitation of different d-d transitions.
It is interesting to note that the OTA spectra of the long-lived IMS closely match the second derivative of the GS absorption band ( Figure S5 ). The derivative-like features have been observed in inorganic and organic semiconductors and are typically attributed to the presence of local fields due to the photoinduced electron-hole separation, which modifies the optical spectra due to the Stark effect. 35, 36 The derivative-like spectral feature, along with extremely long lifetime of IMS, implies that the final IMS formed in ZIF-67 film after photoexcitation might be a charge-separated (CS) state rather than a metal centered state. To test this hypothesis and identify the nature of this IMS, we used XTA, a powerful technique in capturing the intermediate electronic structure at a specific metal center, [37] [38] [39] to probe the IMS electronic structure at Co center. Figure 4a shows the XANES spectra of ZIF-67 before (laser-off) and after 527 nm excitation (laser-on) as well as the difference spectrum (blue curve) obtained after subtracting the laser-off spectrum from the laser-on spectrum. The laser-on spectrum was taken at 500 ps after laser pump pulse when IMS has completely formed according to the OTA results. Therefore, any transient signal observed at this time delay is directly correlated with the IMS electronic structure. As shown in the difference spectrum in Figure 4a , a broad positive transient absorption was observed at white-line region (7714.9-7725.3 eV) where 1s-4p shake-down 40 and 1s-4p transition 41 occurs, indicating that the edge of Co center shifts to lower energy and hence the reduction of Co center due to photoexcitation. Because Co atom and imidazolate ligand are the only two components in ZIF-67, the reduction of Co center must be accompanied by the oxidation of the ligand, which unambiguously confirm the formation of CS state with LMCT character. The LMCT nature of the IMS is further supported Society and permission has been granted for this version to appear in e-Publications@Marquette. American Chemical Society does not grant permission for this article to be further copied/distributed or hosted elsewhere without the express permission from American Chemical Society.
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by the negative feature at 7709.7 eV, corresponding to the reduced intensity of pre-edge (1s-3d) transition, 32, 41 where the photoinduced charge separation by LMCT reduces the number of unoccupied Co 3d orbitals and hence the possibility of 1s-3d transition. In addition to the transient signals at white-line and pre-edge regions, noticeable spectral changes were also observed at higher energy region (A and B in Figure 4 ). Feature A corresponds to multiple scattering processes. Feature B peaked around 7772 eV mainly comes from the single-scattering of the outgoing photoelectron from the nearest N atoms. To better illustrate the spectral changes in this region, we generated a new laser-on spectrum by adding the difference spectrum (× 10) to the laser-off spectrum. As shown in Figure 4b , clear red-shift is observed for B band in the laser-on spectrum (red plot) compared to the laser-off spectrum (black plot), which indicates the Co-N bond elongation after photoexcitation.
In summary, we examined the excited state and CS dynamics in ZIF-67 thin film using the combination of ultrafast OTA and XTA spectroscopy. OTA results clearly demonstrate the formation of an exceptionally long-lived IMS (∼2.9 μs) within picosecond time scale after the photoexcitation of the spin-allowed d-d transition of Co 2+ ion in ZIF-67. Using powerful element specific XTA spectroscopy, this IMS was unambiguously confirmed to be the CS state with LMCT character.
The unusually long-lived CS state and the broad absorption in UV-visnear IR region, along with its hybrid porous nature, strongly imply the potential application of ZIF-67 materials in photocatalysis and energy conversion. Future work on understanding the localization/delocalization properties of this long-lived CS state in ZIF-67 framework is essential to facilitate these applications, which is currently ongoing in the group.
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